Culture Tips

For the city’s size, Freiburg has a substantial amount to offer when it comes to culture. One can get the best information about movie theaters, clubs, concerts, and parties from the insider’s network.

If you are a Freiburger then you should know about the Online-Portal: www.fudder.de

The youth in Freiburg communicate with and inform others about what is going on in the city. For students there is also a first-timers help section.

Additionally, at the beginning of every semester there is a brochure that is available called “studentenfudder“ with specifically chosen insider tips to fill up your free time in Freiburg. The booklet can be found everywhere in the city, at the university and the dining halls for free.

You can also find more information about student life in Freiburg on our website: www.studieren-in-freiburg.com

You can also receive news and event tips for students on our Facebook page: www.facebook.com/studentenwerk.freiburg and www.twitter.com/studentenwerk.fr

In this reference booklet we are restricting our information to the museums, theaters, libraries and public swimming pools in Freiburg and their special offers that they have for students.

Museums

Augustiner Museum
The Augustiner Museum presents art from the Middle Ages to the Baroque era as well as paintings for the 1800s. Thanks to architect Christoph Mäckler the old monastery is now an impressive modern museum that offers closer and better views of the artwork, and it changes a simple visit to an experience.

Augustinerplatz, 79098 Freiburg
Phone number 0761 201-2531
www.freiburg.de/museen

Museum for New Art
Masterworks from the Modern Classics to the present represent the large art influxes of the last 100 years. The collection has an unmistakable profile with an emphasis on the region and substantial international accents. Names such as Feiniger, Dix, Heckel, Hofer, Macke, Scherer, Kanoldt, Dischinger, and Scholz stand for different aspects between Expressionism and New Objectivity.

Marienstraße 10a, 79098 Freiburg
Phone number 0761 201-2581
www.freiburg.de/museen

Museum for City History
Across from the Münster the museum in the late baroque Wentzingerhaus shows treasures from 900 years of city history. A highlight is the model of the Münster construction yard that shows a glimpse into the year 1300.

Wentzingerhaus, Münsterplatz 30, 79098 Freiburg
Phone number 0761 201-2515
www.freiburg.de/museen

**Archaeological Museum, Colombischlössle**
From the the oldest works of art from Southern Baden to those from Freiburg during the Middle Ages: The Archaeological Museum, which was constructed inside the Colombischlössle (1861), allures its visitors to a trip through millenia.

Rotteckring 5, 79098 Freiburg
Phone number 0761 201-2571
www.freiburg.de/museen

**Natural Museum (Adelhauser-Museum)**
Minerals, precious stones, fossils, and animal and plant preservations illustrate how the earth developed and how life in water, on land, and in the air evolved. The Ethnological Collection of the previous ethnological museum is shown in temporary exhibitions.

Gerberau 32, 79098 Freiburg
Phone number 0761 201-2566
www.freiburg.de/museen

**Small Stucco-Museum**
Workshop for stucco, architecture, and monument preservation.

Liebigstraße 11, 79108 Freiburg
Phone number 0761 201-2566
www.stuckmuseum.de

**Art Society of Freiburg, (registered society)**
The Art Society of Freiburg, which was established in 1827, is one of the oldest art societies in all of Germany, and has developed into a nationwide and internationally noted institution that exclusively deals with current trends of present day art.

Dreisamstraße 21, 79098 Freiburg
Phone number 0761 34944
www.kunstvereinfreiburg.de

**Pewter figure niche in the Schwabentor (tower)**
There are approximately 9,000 ornately painted and beautifully wrought pewter figures convey the history of the Peasant’s Wars of 1525 and 1526, life in the Middle Ages, as well as other things. There are 1150 figures that relate to the Swiss Sempach-Battle of 1386 and the Badish Revolution of 1848 in Freiburg.

Schlossbergring 2, 79098 Freiburg
Phone number 0761 24321
www.zinnfigurenklause.de

**Archaeological Collection of the University of Freiburg**
After the university library’s move to the former Herde publisher’s paper storehouse, the Archaeological Collection presents antique originals and plaster casts of antique sculptures with impressive surroundings.
More than 550 Greek, Etruscan, and Roman antiques belong to the collection. The history of these objects spans from the beginning of the second millennium B.C. to the 5th century, a timeframe of 2500 years.

Habsburgerstraße (door between house no.114 and no.116), 79106 Freiburg  
Phone number 0761 2033107  
www.archaeologische-sammlung.uni-freiburg.de

Museum Pass  
Over 190 museums from the Upper Rhein have worked together to develop a common museum pass. With this museum pass you can enter all permanent and special exhibitions for free. For students, the pass costs 38 € and is also valid for the Basel Art Museum, the Federal Art Galleries of Baden-Baden, or the Unterlinden Museum in Colmar.  
Phone number 0761 1613634  
You can find further information here: www.museumspass.com

Also: You can find out about the current exhibitions in Freiburg and the surrounding area at the following link: www.magazin.artline.org

Libraries

University Library  
The old library building by the university is being newly refurnished. During this time the university’s library is being stored in two alternative buildings.

UB 1, Stadthalle am Alten Messplatz, Schwarzwaldstr. 80, 79102 Freiburg  
Opening hours: 24 hours with Uni- or PH-Card

UB 2, Rempartstraße 10 – 16, 79098 Freiburg  
Opening hours: Monday – Friday from 8.00 a.m. – 8.00 p.m.  
Saturday from 10.00 a.m. – 3.00 p.m.

Phone number 0761 203-3918  
www.ub.uni-freiburg.de

University of Education Library  
Kunzenweg 21, 79117 Freiburg  
Opening hours: Monday – Friday from 9.00 a.m. – 4.00 p.m.  
Phone number 0761 682202  
www.ph-freiburg.de

Caritas Library  
Karlstraße 40, 79104 Freiburg  
Opening hours: Tuesday and Wednesday from 9.30 a.m. – 4.30 p.m.  
Thursday and Friday from 9.30 a.m. – 7.00 p.m.  
Phone number 0761 200 240  
www.caritasbibliothek.de

City Library  
Münsterplatz 17, 79098 Freiburg  
Opening hours: Tuesday – Friday from 10.00 a.m. – 7.00 p.m.  
Saturday from 10.00 a.m. – 2.00 p.m.  
Monday closed  
Phone number 0761 201 2207
Public Record Office
Colombistrasse 4, 79098 Freiburg
Opening hours: Monday - Friday from 8.00 a.m. - 4.00 p.m.
Phone number 0761 380600
www.landesarchiv-bw.de

Municipal Archive
Grünenwälderstraße 15, 79098 Freiburg
Opening hours: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday from 10.00 a.m. – 4.00 p.m.
Wednesday from 10.00 a.m. – 6.00 p.m.
Phone number 0761 201-2701
www.freiburg.de/stadtarchiv

Theater and Stages

Theater Freiburg
Students pay 8 € for all presentations (with exception of guest performances and special events). Discounts at premieres as well as in the 1st and 2nd prize categories (Large house, Concert House) are available 15 minutes before the start of the performance

Bertoldstraße 46, 79098 Freiburg
Phone number 0761 201-2853
www.theater.freiburg.de

FABRIK for craftsmanship, culture, and ecology (registered society)
Center for numerous self-organized groups and firms in the areas of craft, culture, society, politics, and ecology.

Habsburger Straße 9, 79104 Freiburg
Phone number 0761 5036540
www.fabrik-freiburg.de

Grether Fabrik
Center for alternative culture. The broadcast, “Radio Dreyeckland,” can also be found under the roof of the Grether Fabrik that is financed completely by members.

Adlerstraße 12, 79098 Freiburg
Phone number 0761 24887
www.syndikat.org

E-WERK FREIBURG
Culture center with a program including dance, theater, music, and visual art with an emphasis on cultural education and intercultural work

Eschholzstraße 77, 79106 Freiburg
Phone number 0761 207570
www.ewerk-freiburg.de

Public Swimming Pools

Open Air Swimming Pools:
Strandbad
Schwarzwaldstr. 195
Phone number 0761 2105-560
www.badeninfreiburg.de

Lorettobad
Lorettostr. 51 a
Phone number 0761 2105-570
www.badeninfreiburg.de

Freibad St. Georgen
Am Mettweg 42
Phone number 0761 2105-580
www.badeninfreiburg.de

Indoor Swimming Pools:

Westbad
Ensisheimerstr. 9
Phone number 0761 2105-510
www.badeninfreiburg.de

Hallenbad Haslach
Carl-Kistner-Str. 67
Phone number 0761 2105-520
www.badeninfreiburg.de

Faulerbad
Faulerstr. 1
Phone number 0761 2105-530
www.badeninfreiburg.de

Hallenbad Lehen
Lindenstr. 4
Phone number 0761 2105-540
www.badeninfreiburg.de

Hallenbad Hochdorf
Hochdorferstr. 16 b
Phone number 0761 2105-550
www.badeninfreiburg.de

Contact
Regio Bäder GmbH
Ein Unternehmen der Freiburger Stadtbau
Am Karlsplatz 2
79098 Freiburg

Phone number 0761 2105-0
www.badeninfreiburg.de

This list does not claim to be exhaustive.
State: Wintersemester 2014/15